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SEPT. 20-22, 2013  NEW JERSEY HISTORIC RACES, NJMP MILLVILLE, NJ  
Event Chairman: Butch O’Connor, Tel: 973-769-7707 Email: bfo@spsk.com

OCT. 11-13, 2013 VRG AT THE GLEN, WATKINS GLEN, NY
 Event Chairman: Bob Girvin, Tel: 508-429-2818 Email: rgirvin3@gmail.com

NOV. 29 - DEC 1, 2013 TURKEY BOWL XIII, SUMMIT POINT, WEST VIRGINIA 
Event Chairman: Michael Oritt, Tel: 305-420-4929 Email: Michael.Oritt@gmail.com

Remaining Race Schedule for 2013

MAY 15-18, 2014 “JEFFERSON 500” AT SUMMIT POINT, WEST VIRGINIA (May 15 - 18)
 (May 14 - 15) VRG Drivers School
 45th ANNIVERSARY OF FORMULA FORD IN THE USA, 
 OPEN TO ALL MONOPOSTO LEGAL FORMULA FORDS (1968-1981)
 Event Chairman: Cal Trumbo, Tel: 704-905-6509 Email: caltrumbo@gmail.com

JUNE 27-29, 2014  THOMPSON SPEEDWAY MOTORSPORTS PARK - THOMPSON, CT -  
VINTAGE WEEKEND, GRAND REOPENING OF  
OLDEST ROAD COURSE IN U.S.,    
CO-SANCTIONED WITH THE VSCCA 

 Event Chairman: Paul Bova, Tel: 203-329-9710 Email: bovapaul@gmail.com

JULY 12-14, 2013 PVGP HISTORIC RACES, PIRC, (Pitt Race) WAMPUM, PA 
 Event Chairman: Keith Lawrence, Tel: 724-941-5330 Email: klawrence@EDMC.edu

 
Balance of Schedule will be posted later

Visit the VRG website at www.vrgonline.org for changes and updates to the schedule.

ü

NEW JERSEY HISTORIC’S SEPT. 20-22 
EARLY BIRD SPECIAL ENDS AUG. 31
VRG AT THE GLEN OCT 11-13
EARLY BIRD SPECIAL ENDS SEPT 2

2014
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ROMPIN’ IN WAMPUM
Formula and Open Wheel

We had a test and tune day on Friday.  Saturday - after a 7:30 Driver’s Meeting - there was a 15 minute Warm 
Up, followed by a late morning Qualifying and followed up by a later morning Race.  We also had a mid-
afternoon race as well.  Sunday there was an 8:45 Warm Up followed by an 11:15 Formula Ford Race to be 
followed by a 2:45 PM Race.

Nate Scigliano was the fast man of the group in his Swift S2000.  He was enough faster than the other S2 of 
John Gatto that he took off from the field only to be seen again getting out of his car in the pits as we were 
driving back to our trailers.  Behind him there was a race for the quickest Formula Ford of the weekend between 
Doug Meis and Christian Morici.  Their best times were 1:04.582 and 1:04.583 in one of the races, and .003 
seconds different in another.  Christian got the checkered flag  - both won.   Behind this intense race, which 
continued over two days, was John Gatto who did a valiant effort trying to hold off the swarm of Formula Fords 
chasing him as if they were hungry attack dogs looking for their first meal in a long time.   Cal Trumbo, Bob 
Romanansky, Bill Hollingsworth, Ralph Zuponico, Andy Stein, Keith Lawrence, Greg Kokolus, Joe Mendel, 
and James “Van” Deurzen (Mr. Editor) fought for position in their Formula Fords, with positions changing from 
lap to lap.  Charles Pitt in his Elva Mk 7, Daren Mann in his Lotus 23B and Benjamin Ditson in his air cooled 
Super Vee were in the mix or overwhelmed by the “swarm,” vying for position around them. 

Cal Trumbo was the class of this field.  His “Animal House” Team of himself, Lawrence, Morici and team 
leader Chris Shoemaker (who was absent) was held together by Graham Long,  a fine guy and a very good 
mechanic.  He drove, very carefully, Morici’s Formula Jr. for a break in prior to Schenley Park.  They put on a 
fine driving show, although it is recommended not go to their trailer after dark.

Notable for their absence was Dick Barnes, who left his car at home; Michael Crumay, who has retired from 
racing; Ivan Frantz who is busy being a father to his teenage boys; and Don Denomme, Bob Bruce, the 
Fairchilds, Lou Parrotta, and about 25 other Formula Fords.  They were very much missed and we hope to see 
them next year as this venue offers some great open wheel racing. 

The Royale Distributer offered trophies for the first three places of Sunday’s Formula Ford race.  These very 
nice trophies went to Morici, Meis, and Trumbo (sort of sounds like a law firm out of a Grisham novel).

The PVGP Volunteers led by Bill Hass and Donna McDonough and their teams put on a good show.  The 
Formula and Open Wheel put on a good show.  VRG is pleased to be part of it.

Bill Hollingsworth
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VIEW FROM THE TOWER 
- Well Sort Of!

With both weekends of the PVGP done, I have some 
time to reflect before heading to NHIS for our event.
First, I would like to thank the PVGP and it’s leadership 
for inviting me to be the Black Flag Steward at their 
events.  Tracy and I had a great time and always 
enjoy being up close to the action and invited into the 
activities.  I’m an invited guest but sometimes it is 
good to be a worker bee.

The PVGP at PittRace report is- - - - - - - - - - - - -! 
That’s right, there was not one incident that went to 
the Driver’s Committee or that the Black Flag Steward 
had to handle.  It was a great weekend of racing and 
telling the drivers whose number was on the pit board 
that they had to head to winner’s circle.

PVGP was another great weekend with only 4 incidents 
and many thanks to all the drivers.
We are planning on using the penalty box at all VRG 
events, please look for it and report to it if you had 
contact with any object.  The other change is the white 
board, which with vital information will be walked 
down the grid if needed.

The VRG Board has approved the appointment of 
Dave Parker (he has been Black Flag Steward at the 
J500 the last couple of years and ran the modern groups 
at the Turkey Bowl) and Tracy Hyatt as Assistant 
Chief Stewards.  They will be taking on some of the 
responsibilities and running some of the VRG events 
in the future.

See you soon,

Steve Hyatt,
Chief Steward

DONATION TO PVGP FOR 
10TH ANNIVERSARY

VRG Marks Partnership Milestone

The Vintage Racer Group in its infancy formed a 
working relationship with the PVGP organizers to 
sanction the race weekend at BeaveRun preceding  the 
Schenley weekend. That relationship has grown to the 
benefit of both PVGP and VRG. It was instrumental 
in providing impetus to the successful launch of our 
club.

This year we celebrated the 10th anniversary of our 
partnership with PVGP. They are doing very well and 
VRG is one of the most successful vintage clubs in the 
country.

The VRG Board decided to mark this milestone by 
making a $10,000 dollar donation to PVGP in support 
of their wonderful work to combat Autism*. The 
donation is in keeping with our mission and purpose 
as a not for profit motorsport club. 

In acknowledging  our donation, George Jacoby, 
Chairman of PVGP wrote " I will never run out of 
words to express gratitude to organizations like yours 
for your  generosity and your recognition of the value 
of our event and the cause it supports".
 

*The Autism Society of Pittsburgh
  The Allegheny  Valley School

Paul Bova
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•	 John Styduhar works on the transmission of his 1962 Triumph TR-3 that was damaged while he was racing the 
vintage sports car recently. Styduhar is both driver and mechanic, a common role on the vintage racing circuit the 
Hermitage retiree is breaking into. 

Discussion
July 7, 2013 

It’s a Triumph! 

Vintage racing puts 1963 TR-3, driver through their paces

By Joe Wiercinski Herald Staff Writer The Sharon Herald Sun Jul 07, 2013, 09:00 AM EDT 

HERMITAGE — Men have always loved racing. These days, we know that women do, too. Speed excites everyone.

From the days of Achilles and Ben-Hur lashing their horses to Barney Oldfield a century ago at the Brickyard, from Emil 
Smolnik and Lou Blaney circling local dirt tracks in the 1950s and Dave Blaney competing on the NASCAR circuit, racing 
pumps excitement through the pounding hearts of drivers and fans alike.

John Styduhar knows that exhilaration and wants much more of the rush that comes from the sounds, sights, smells and 
camaraderie of the race track and the pit.

For the Hermitage man, that means racing with other amateurs as members of Vintage Racer Group.

A 1962 Triumph TR-3 is the retirement hobby for the Sharon native who moved back to the Shenango Valley after a career 
out West working for the Bureau of Land Management in the U.S. Department of the Interior.

Tinkering with cars began at an early age, the self-described “motorhead” said, leading to a part-time job at the former Wein 
Motor Co., which sold British-made Triumphs at its East State Street, Sharon, dealership.

Styduhar’s older brother Dan, owner of a 1958 Triumph, got him interested in cars and showed him how much fun it is to 
work on them together.

As a high school student, the younger brother bought a ’68 Triumph TR-2. He sold that one but never stopped dreaming 
during his career in forestry that he would one day race Triumphs which he couldn’t afford to do when he was a kid.

Amateur racing means Styduhar is his own mechanic, body man, welder, painter and fabricator on the racing circuit that 
travels several states from July to November

“Yeah, I’m the driver and mechanic,” said the 58-year-old father of two twentysomething sons. “When I drive into the pit, I 
grab a wrench or screwdriver and start looking for things that need to be tightened or need to be fixed. There’s a lot of cost 
and money invested in vintage racing but only a few drivers have the motor homes and mechanics that professional racers 
do.”

Club members drive everything from sports cars made from the 1940s to 1979 and selected sedans and formula cars. They 
race in classes based on engine size and horsepower.

Styduhar’s class includes pre-1965 cars with small-bore engines including MGs, Lotus Elans, Alfa Romeos and others.

Ground-pounding Ford Mustangs, Pontiac Trans Ams and other muscle cars compete against each other.

IT’S A TRIUMPH
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After retiring two years ago, Styduhar found the Triumph he was looking for in Ohio. It was in good shape when he bought 
it for $8,500 but it wasn’t driveable. It also had to be modified for the track, according to VRG rules that require, as much as 
possible, the use of parts available when the cars were in production.

“There were only 4,000 made and that was the last year they made that body style,” he said. “It was used in circuit track 
racing when it was in production and it did fairly well. I like the styling of the car. It has classic lines, simple engineering and 
parts are readily available.”

Friends helped to lift the body off the frame and Styduhar took everything apart for reconditioning and preparation for racing 
that cost an additional $10,000.

“I had the frame cleaned and painted and reinforced for the rigors of the track. I added suspension components, a roll bar 
and seatbelts, replaced the drive train and rebuilt the engine,” he said. “The pieces not necessary for racing – the horn, 
headlights and interior – are in boxes in the rafters of the garage. When I get the bug out of me for racing I will put it back 
on the street with its lights, the windshield and wipers and all that.”

Styduhar finished the work two months ago, just in time for the required driver’s school he attended at Summit Point (W.Va.) 
Motorsports Park.

His first race was in the Jefferson 500 as part of his training and he has a provisional license for now. Drivers have to 
complete the course and participate in three races without incident to be fully licensed by the group. They also must pass 
periodic physical exams.

Fender banging and crashes are part of the excitement of racing in other venues but vintage racing includes none of that. 
Car-to-car contact isn’t tolerated.

Vintage racing is more about preserving the history of the cars by driving them as safely as possible in timed races. Instead 
of purses for drivers, races often raise money for charity.

Styduhar says he will be racing next weekend at Pittsburgh International Race Complex in Wampum, helping to raise money 
for autism research.

Drivers will take practice laps Friday and qualify in heats on Saturday for pole position in races on Saturday and Sunday.

The two-mile asphalt course has left and right turns to challenge drivers and their cars during the 20-minute races.

Everybody’s goal is to finish first or place in the top tier if they can, but winning matters less than the fun the drivers have 
competing with each other.

“It’s a constant learning process for all of us to know the car, to fix it and get to know what it can and can’t do,” Styduhar said. 
“We’re all like-minded and we’re all willing to help each other and trade and lend parts to each other. It’s nice to be around 
people with a common interest. They will be lifelong friends of mine.”

Fellowship aside, racing is also about excitement and something that Styduhar describes as the “pucker factor,” when a 
driver’s mechanical skills and preparation get tested at racing speeds.

“When I’m coming down the straightway into the first turn, it’s all adrenaline and fear and hope that the brakes work,” he said

For more information, visit www.vrgonline.org for race dates in the region. Also see www.pvgp.org for details of the Pittsburgh 
Vintage Grand Prix race and classic car show July 20-21 in Schenley Park, Pittsburgh.

Copyright 2013 The Herald, Sharon, Pa.. All rights reserved. This material may not be published, broadcast, rewritten or 
redistributed. 

IT’S A TRIUMPH - CON’T
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The Vintage Reunion was a great event with good 
weather, a variety of cars, and some close competition.  
The weather forecast was iffy early in the week with 
a high probability of rain predicted for the event.  But 
daytime temperatures were moderate and the sun 
shone every day making track conditions ideal for 
vintage racing.  Due to its twisty and technical nature, 
the NHMS road course is well suited for small bore 
cars; many which turned lap times close to some of 
the faster Group 3 cars.  The Run Group 1 consisted of 
over 20 competitors who traveled from Canada, New 
England and from as far south as South Carolina. 

The three day format included three track sessions on 
Friday, two sessions on Saturday and three sessions 
on Sunday and the All Comers race.  Friday’s sessions 
consisted of a practice session, a qualifying session 
and a final race.  Paul Bova was head of the class 
during the practice session with lap times typically one 
second faster than the next closest car.  Unfortunately, 
a loss of oil pressure side lined him for the rest of 
the weekend.  For the  final race, Lee Walsh’s Turner 
and Canadian Amyot Bachand’s Midget led the field.  
The top five cars were rounded out by Nial McCabe’s 
Spridget, Paul Fitzgerald’s surprisingly fast MG-TD 
and Alain Raymond’s crowd-pleasing FIAT Abarth 
1000.

WIlliam Chris Towner’s very pretty Morgan was 
particularly quick on the starts in many sessions, 
surprising a lot of newer cars.  Saloons figured strong 
in the Group 1 sessions with Len Shrader’s SAAB 99 
and Jason Di Cesare’s ‘69 VW Bug finishing solidly 
in most sessions.  Jason also campaigns an MGA in 
VARAC. Vince Di Cesare’s Ginetta Coupe ran smooth 
and reliably and might also be considered a “tin-top”.  

Walsh, Bachand and Fitzgerald finished 1-2-3 in 
the first Saturday session with Bachand, Walsh and 
Fitzgerald scoring 1-2-3 in the second session that day.

Bachand, McCabe and Raymond finished 1-2-3 in 
the Sunday Group 1 session after Walsh went out with 
a brake problem in his Turner and Fitzgerald retired 
with loose spokes on his TD.  It was great to see Rocco 
Lojac at the event after suffering some car damage at 
the Jefferson 500.  The car looked great but suffered 
from overheating all weekend.  Rocco finally seemed 
to have the problem solved in his Sunbeam Alpine, 
finishing a solid 6th in the final race. 

Overall, the racing action for each session was 
competitive and friendly with many of the slower cars 
giving point bys or moving over to allow the faster 
cars to pass.  After each race, many of the competitors 
got together to review the race, make excuses for their 
performance or to simply accuse the other guy of 
cheating.  Good time was had by all.

Another honorable mention should go to Richard Little 
from Akin South Carolina who towed his beautiful blue 
Mini to NHMS for some debugging and racing.  The 
venerable MG T-series cars in Group 1 included Frank 
Mount, James Lea, Mark O’Day and Todd Stevenson.  
Group 1 featured two early ALFA Spiders of Roger 
Cassin and Jim Messenger.  Bob Beaulieu brought 
the only Triumph to Group 1 (a Spitfire) with Allen 
Ward’s vintage Formula Vee being the only open-
wheel car in the group.  During the All-Comers race 
at the end of the day on Sunday, the Group 1 saloons 
of Canadians Alain Raymond (FIAT) and Jason Di 
Cesare (VW Bug) had an especially crowd-pleasing 
battle that went on for many laps.

Finally, a great big thank you to the organizers, grid 
workers and flaggers for helping make the event a 
success.

Nial McCabe and Lee Walsh

23rd Vintage Reunion
New Hampshire Motor Speedway

Run Group 1
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Group 3 at New Hampshire this weekend was probably 
the largest group with what looked to be about 26 cars.  
It was certainly the most eclectic!  When was the 
last time you saw an ultra rare Toyota 2000GT, a 55 
T-Bird, a 59 Corvette, a Lotus Elite, and an Elva share 
the grid with the usual gaggle of MGs, the odd Healey 
or two, a couple of Volvos and a 2002?  The group also 
provided some of the best racing of the weekend over 
the four separate races they ran.

The first race, Friday afternoon was one of the closet.  
Joisey Boyz Tom Leavy,  in a very rapid MGB, started 
from the back of the pack but came through the field 
very quickly to latch onto second place.  Bob Tkacik, 
who lives in nearby Saco, Maine and is a well known 
Toyota GT collector, rocketed away from the rest of 
the field to take the overall win.  Leavy was less than a 
second behind at the finish. Gary Hagopian, in his very 
rapid Austin Healey Sprite was third; Mark Palmer, 
MGA, fourth; Joisey Boy Storm Field, also in an A, 
was fifth and Jon Einhorn, in the big Healey, sixth.
 
There were two races on the program for Group 
3 on Saturday.  The first was off at 11:20.  Tkacik›s 
Toyota was a no show.  He had had clutch problems 
the previous day and was replacing the clutch.  That 
allowed Tom Leavy and his Mike Kush engined B to 
run away with the event.  Leavy finished 30 seconds 
up on John Greller in his Elva sports racer.  Dan Scully 
finished a strong third in his rapid Volvo 544 coupe 
just ahead of Storm Field›s A coupe and ALex Vogels’ 
144 Volvo.   All three were within a second of one 
another.  Field had come through from last place on 
the grid as timing and scoring had made a bit of a boo-
boo: (they set  up the grid based on the cars’ number 

I want to thank David and John for allowing me to 
race my Can Am McClaren M1B in group 2, as well 
as the drivers who tolerated me in their group. Don 
Denomme in his Van Dieman RF80 gave me a great 
challenge. He won the first race, I had the horsepower 
but he was much quicker in the turns. New Hampshire 
has a lot of turns and very short Straights. I had a great 
time with other members of the group, but gave them 
plenty of room. The weather was perfect which made 
for great racing. To add to the excitement, there were 
some fans in the stands.

It was great to run with VRG. I like the attitude of the 
drivers who are always willing to help other drivers 
improve their driving skills, and make adjustments to 
their car set up.

The Friday night garage party was excellent and I got 
a chance to tell the group about our exciting plans for 
the museum to help preserve the history of racing in 
the northeast.

The Museum will be created, built, owned and run day 
to day by its members. We already have a lot of items 
in storage waiting for the opening. We hope that VRG 
will be the source of many future museum supporters.

VRG has a great group of members; every one pitches 
in to make their events a success. I am honored that 
you allowed me to run with you. Next year I will find 
something different to being to New Hampshire. 

Thanks very much.

Ray Boissoneau

Group 2 Race Report Group 3 Race Report
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rather than lap time).  Jeremy savage was sixth with 
John Faulkner seventh.
 
The second Saturday race was waved off at 3:15.  Tom 
Leavy and John Greller occupied the front row.  Bob 
Tkacik was back with the Toyota, only this time starting 
at the back of the grid.  It didn›t take him long to get 
to the front however.  By 
lap 4 he was in second 
place and closing rapidly 
on Leavy .  Ultimately 
he passed him on lap 
five but Tom fought back 
valiantly.  The Toyota 
was simply too fast and 
Tkacik finished less than 
a second ahead of Leavy.  
Gary Hagopian brough 
the ultra quick sprite 
home third, followed by 
John Greller, Dan Scully 
and Storm field.
 
Race four on Sunday went 
off at 9:50 for ten laps.  
Tkacik had parked the Toyota so it looked to be a 
wide open race.  Dan Scully came by in the lead on 
lap one with Storm Field and Mark Palmer on his 
bumper.  Tom Leavy held down fifth behind Alex 
Vogel. On lap two, Palmer got by Field to take over 
second while Leavy moved into fourth.  On lap three, 
Palmer and Field passed Scully to move into first and 
second.  The first four cars were tightly grouped as 
they probed one another for weaknesses.  On lap five, 
Leavy moved into third and Scully slipped back a bit 

Joisey Boyz in New Hampshire L to R..Don Mei, Storm Field, Nial McCabe, 
Tom Leavy - Photo by Linda McCabe

OTHER PHOTOS FROM NEW HAMPSHIRE CAN BE FOUND AT http://
vintageracer.tripod.com/events.html

where he engaged in a battle with Alex Vogel and 
John Faulkner. On lap nine Leavy slipped past Field 
to take over second place and in the end Palmer led 
Leavy home by six seconds with Field, Scully Vogel, 
Faulkner and Drew Cullen following.
 

Good solid racing over all four races by a solid group 
of vintage sports cars!
 
A quick comment about Bob Tkacik›s beautiful, very 
fast and ultra-rare Toyota 2000 GT. There were 337 
cars built.  A few were raced.  Carrol Shelby had three 
cars that were prepared for SCCA racing in 1968.  
One went back to Japan, two are here in the US.  I am 
assuming that Bob›s GT is one of the two race cars.

Don Mei

Group 3 Race Report, con’t.
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CONFESSIONS OF A DAY-TRIPPER
AT NEW HAMPSHIRE MOTOR SPEEDWAY

It could have been an issue with the wife if I had taken the car for the weekend, Thursday through Sunday, 
another summer weekend leaving her at home, what with Labor Day at Lime Rock (which begins with a 
test day on Tuesday); and there used to be, before VRG @the Glen, the Zippo at Watkins Glen the following 
weekend, for which I would have Tuesday to get the car ready to leave Wednesday, for another weekend away.  
With the Thursday through Sunday at PIRC three weeks ago –  I decided to go for the day, Friday, stay for a 
garage dinner with the guys and dolls and get home in time to get the Saturday mail at the Post Office and be 
home for lunch.

As I drove through the infield it seemed to be full of tented racecars and campers and RV’s.  The garages were 
full of racecars and people and parking was very limited. It was before lunch and a race group was on the 
track.  Lot’s of friends were there including Brad and JoAnn Marshall, who, like me, were day-trippers – but 
all the way from Texas!  I was expecting David Fenton, the third Event Chairman during the VSCCA reign – 
he was there on Saturday.  Rick Little got the “long distance tow award” for coming from Aitken, SC.  David 
Fromer, our Event Chairman, had very tasteful T-shirts and a poster designed for the participants.  Gary and 
Doug Hagopian organized and funded a BBQ in the garages and when someone with a V8 would fire his car 
in the garage, exhaust facing in, everything stopped except for the deafening noise.  There were enough cars in 
each group to make for good racing.  I did not watch any them – I just hung out in the garages talked with old 
friends.  The vintage motorcycles had the track for the final afternoon hours.

It is the first time we have had the Vintage Celebration on the first weekend of August since 2002 (by 
recollection).  In celebration of vintage car racing returning in August it did not rain.  We attempted to get all 
the previous Event Chairmen there for a photo opportunity.  I had forgotten Bob Valpey was the first and he 
was not reachable by telephone.  Kim Eastman, David Fenton, Brad Marshall, John Kieley, and David Fromer 
were there, and thanks to Darry Bova and Eve Fromer we have the “opportunity photo.”  The car entry was 
a little light – 75 + or – cars.  In previous years the entry has been around 100 entries, although last year, in 
May following the Jefferson 500, the entry was down to 85 – 90 cars.  The BOD will be discussing next year’s 
schedule, which includes the Reunion (co sanctioned with the VSCCA) at Thompson Speedway Motorsports 
Park, Thompson, CT, June 27-29, 2014.

For the remainder of 2013, two racing events remain:  the NEW JERSEY HISTORIC RACES on the 
Lightening Circuit at New Jersey Motorsports Park, September 20-22, and VRG @ THE GLEN, Watkins Glen, 
NY, October 11-13.  VRG ANNUAL GENERAL MEMBERSHIP MEETING will be at the track on Saturday, 
September 21 @ 6:00 PM.

Bill Hollingsworth







Photo’s by Darry Bova



Northeast Motor Sports Museum
Racing History Preservation Group is planning to build a racing museum in Loudon, NH.  The museum will 
include race cars of all types, motorcycles, helmets, trophies, uniforms, a library with photography, books, 
magazines and a theatre which will run continuous footage of Northeast Vintage Racing.

Learn more about this project being developed by going to their website at www.NEMSmuseum.com
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New Hampshire International Speedway
photo’s by Michael Dipleco
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photo’s by 
Michael Dipleco
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photo’s by 
Phil

Maddalena
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For the driver who enjoys racing with 
others who value driver attitude, skill 
and car preparation. 
   

VRG 2013 Directors
Bill Hollingsworth, President 
Mack McCormack, Vice President 
Paul Bova, Treasurer 
Mark Palmer, Secretary 
Jim Karamanis, Director 
Keith Lawrence, Director 
Tivvy Shenton, Director 
Cal Trumbo, Director 
Ed Valpey, Director 

You may also contact: 
Bill Hollingsworth e-mail: info@vrgonline.org   
phone: 516-236-7263

James Van Deurzen - Editor 
jvd@tds.net

Darry Bova - Layout and Production 
darry@vrgonline.org

M A R K  PA L M E R ,  S E C R E TA RY
4 4 9 3  S a r a h  M a r i e  C o u r t , 
N a z a r e t h ,  PA 1 8 0 6 4

VINTAGE RACER GROUP

WWW.VRGONLINE.ORG

Thanks to all of you who helped make the PITT RACE 
AUCTION a success. We had some very generous 
donators and some wonderful shoppers who helped 
us raise the tally and make the auction a success once 
again.  

This auction started 4 years ago as an outgrowth of a 
successful auction run at another event.  Since that time 
it has helped raise over $8,000 for the PVGP charities.  

Please keep us in mind for next year and start putting 
aside those items that you no longer need but that 
might be attractive to fellow racers.

Note to Brad Marshall please take all your spare 
parts with you to Florida we will have somebody pick 
them up for the auction.

Darry Bova

THANK YOU NOTE


